MERIT
The young single mom’s guide to navigating life and staying sane.

Proposal by Marissa Daily
December 2014

Editorial Concept
•

•

Magazine title: Merit
• Tagline: The single mom’s guide to navigating life and staying
sane.
Sponsor: NYX Cosmetics

• Editorial purposes:
1. Provide young single mothers with a niche publication that understands
their specific needs and fills the gap between women’s fashion magazines
and parenting magazines.
2. Enhance the community of young single mothers by creating a
representation, voice and means of connection for these women who are
underrepresented and misrepresented in the media.
3. Empower the reader by providing her with a tailored, exclusive mix of fun
and helpful content that is easily accessible and affordable.
• Sponsor purposes:
1. Increase sales through advertising and coupons.
2. Create brand loyalty and generate new clientele by tapping into a
demographic that may be less aware of the latest in makeup.
3. Enhance brand image by backing a project that empowers women and
sponsoring the first magazine for young single mothers.
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Editorial Concept
Sponsor Research – NYX Cosmetics
•

Basics - NYX Cosmetics is an affordable brand of luxury-quality
cosmetics created in Los Angeles by makeup artist Toni Ko in 1999. Her
goal was to allow all women the luxury of a quality product without the
high price. Fifteen years later, NYX is a household name in the cosmetics
world and many of its products have become industry favorites and
recognized as tried and true quality for less.

•

Name - The brand was named after the ancient Greek goddess of the
night, Nyx.

•

Mission - “Our goal is to provide our clients with the best cosmetics and
service in the field. Call us, fax us, or come visit us and let us know how we
can help make you look more gorgeous as you celebrate ruling the town!”
The website is also indicative of the brand’s goal to provide high-quality
products for approachable prices. 1

•

Locations - NYX is available in 70+ countries at thousands of retailers
including stores like Ulta, Target, and Urban Outfitters in the US,
freestanding shops, and over 10,000 beauty supply stores around the
world, as well as on www.nyxcosmetics.com.2

•

Professional Discount - NYX offers a 30% discount on all its products
to professional makeup artists and cosmetologists, “since makeup is our
lives.”3 The discount requires and application and proof of employment as
a cosmetologist, esthetician, hair stylist, nail technician, manicurist, barber,
hair colorist or other certified or non-certified make-up artist professional.
The process is simple and furthers the sense of community and group
empowerment embodied by NYX.

•

Philanthropy CASA of Los Angeles, Children’s Institute, Inc., The Art of
Elysium, Sarah McLachlan School of Music, MusiCares, Cedars-Sinai
Medical Center and the YWCA of greater Los Angeles. 4
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•

Special Event - NYX held the 2014 Face Awards rewarding the Beauty
Vlogger of the year. Nominees were famous beauty YouTubers judged by
a variety of makeup artists and health and beauty gurus, including Elaine
Welteroth, Teen Vogue’s beauty & health director. Special guests were
other famous beauty bloggers and the event was hosted by E! News
Anchor Catt Sadler.

•

Social Media – NYX Cosmetics is present on Twitter (261,000 followers),
Facebook (583,213 likes), YouTube (39,000 subscribers) and Instagram
(over 1 million followers). The brand also has a blog called Beauty Babble
(blog.nyxcosmetics.com) but no posts have been generated since January
2013.

•

Finances and Growth - www.nyxcosmetics.com claims that NYX is “the
fastest growing cosmetic company in the United States.” Despite
research, no official earnings reports or financial records were available to
verify this. L’Oréal’s website says NYX “reported net sales of 72 million US
dollars, a growth of +46% vs 2012. Sales continued to record strong
growth this year, amounting to 93 million US dollars for the last 12 months
ended May 31, up 57% over the comparable year-over-year period.”

•

Future - On June 18 2014, French cosmetics and beauty company
L’Oréal announced the signing of a definitive agreement to purchase NYX
Cosmetics. L’Oréal’s news report states, “NYX Cosmetics will continue to
operate out of their Los Angeles headquarters under the brand’s current
leadership team. The brand will become part of the Consumer Products
Division of L’Oréal.” A representative of NYX Cosmetics stated that the
acquisition would in no way change the brand or the way the company is
operated.
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Editorial Concept
Mission Statement
Merit Magazine believes young single moms are a force to be reckoned with.
Our goal is to empower them and give them both a resource and a
representation. Merit strives to provide readers with content that is relevant, fun
and timely. We pledge to be sensitive to the preciousness of their time and
money. Merit reminds moms that they aren’t just busy or exhausted, they are
also smart and strong. We challenge the idea that a woman’s value is defined by
her marital status. We know single moms have to balance careers, children and
finding time for themselves. Merit helps them do that.
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Editorial Concept
Platforms
•

Website Presence: We believe the magazine website should start out
small so that funding and focus can be on print, at least as the publication
first comes out. The more content we publish outside of the magazine, the
more staff and writers we will need to employ. To get our feet on the
ground, we plan to create a simple, appealing website with advertising
opportunities as well as contact, career and subscription information.
The main focus of the website will be its message boards, which will allow
readers to connect with each other and discuss topics included in the
magazine. Message boards will be categorized by topic and moderated to
assure fairness and appropriateness. We hope to provide feedback from
staff writers and eventually, exclusive online Q&A sessions with experts (on
finances, parenting, fashion, etc.) so that readers can be part of an
interactive community experience.
The website will also act as home to the blog (detailed below). We plan to
add more and more content to the website as we begin to gain revenue
and readership. Eventually, we hope to turn the website into a categorized
catalog resource of all the main topics covered in the magazine. For the
time being, though, we believe social media exposure is most important
and effective in gaining an audience for the new publication. The website
will link to the NYX website and feature a variety of advertisements on
different pages throughout the website.

Blog Presence: Reform the NYX Cosmetics blog (no posts since January
2013) and turn into a blog for the magazine’s website with tailored
exclusive content. NYX is popular with many beauty bloggers who could
contribute to the blog also.1 We would advertise the blog in the magazine
and vice-versa, thus creating a direct link between the magazine in the
digital world and the magazine in the print world. The idea is to create a
seamless entryway from the blog to the magazine, with the blog acting as
a mini-representation of all the content available in print. Print readers
would turn to the blog for additional content. Blogging also allows
readers to share articles that speak to them with their friends, family and
followers. This in turn would be linked to the magazine’s social media
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presence. Eventually, we hope to implement reader contributions and
allow readers to submit pieces to the blog. This would emphasize and
correlate with the magazine’s value of community and giving a voice to
young single mothers.
•

YouTube Presence: Many popular YouTube bloggers are fans of NYX.1
The magazine’s YouTube channel would develop partnerships with these
bloggers and have segments of guest YouTube blogging on the channel
to address the cosmetics part of the magazine. The channel would also be
used for “behind the scene” videos of photo shoots and interviews. The
goal is to provide YouTube viewers with exclusive content so that they feel
appreciated and become loyal viewers, but also steer them towards the
magazine to find content not available online.

•

Twitter Presence: The magazine would have an interactive account that
responds to readers and encourages feedback, questions and
suggestions. The idea is to create a relationship between all the social
media platforms the magazine belongs to and create a seamless
experience that readers want to fully take part of. If a reader is on the
blog, she will see links to the Twitter page, which will be advertising the
YouTube channel, which might feature a video on how a famous beauty
blogger Instagram’s her photos, and so on.

•

Instagram Presence: NYX Cosmetics has over 1 million Instagram
followers. While they are not all young single mothers, a percentage of
them will be. Sharing with such a high volume of followers means instant
exposure for the magazine if a link is created between the two. For
example, NYX could unveil the never before seen first issue of the
magazine on Instagram while providing followers with the username for
the magazine. The magazine’s Instagram feed would be a great place to
introduce the editorial staff in a playful, fresh manner and set the tone for
the account. Instagram is also a great place to use giveaways as a means
for promotion. It is common practice to have followers repost a photo and
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hashtag it to be part of a contest. This in turn multiplies exposure as
hundreds of thousands of people share the magazine with millions of
followers worldwide.
The magazine could also feature Instagram within its print pages in a short
blurb every issue that would feature the best reader Instagram shots
tagged under a certain category that would be different every issue. This
encourages the readers to read the magazine to see if their photo has
been published, and encourages readers to interact with the magazine on
social media.

	
  

•

Facebook Presence: NYX Cosmetics has a fairly wide following on
Facebook, which could be used to promote the magazine. The magazine
would require its own Facebook page but we believe this is the least
important and least viable platform to be present on because it is less
suited for magazine. Many magazines on Facebook simply post links to
articles on their website. We believe this is a poor strategy and would
attempt to create a relationship between all of the magazine’s social
media platforms by providing links to them and encouraging readers to
get involved on all levels. Facebook is the platform that least encourages
content creation. Therefore, our plan is to make Facebook the go-to place
informative platform for the magazine, with information on contests,
giveaways, sneak peeks, upcoming stories, and contact information for the
magazine.

•

Pinterest Presence: Pinterest is a massive tool of social media. The
publication would have its own Pinterest page with boards dedicated to
different sections and themes from the magazine (“Best Beauty Buys”,
“Outfit Ideas”, “DIY,” “Shop the Magazine,” “Inspiring Women,” etc.).
Pinterest also allows users to open up their board so that others can
contribute. This could lead to a whole new form of social media
interaction with guest boards from contributors like editors, bloggers and
eventually featured celebrities.
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Editorial Concept
Audience
Sponsor/Customer relationship
• NYX Cosmetics offers women the benefit of feeling beautiful without the
high price tag: all NYX cosmetics are priced below $30. Individual makeup
items sell for under $12. This provides NYX buyers the incredible
opportunity of achieving professional looking makeup at a fraction of the
price. NYX customers recognize that value and are often very loyal
promoters.
• NYX is a household name in the beauty world, with makeup artists and
beauty bloggers alike praising the pigmentation, high quality and long
wear of the makeup. NYX products have been featured in multiple
magazine’ best beauty product lists.
• NYX Cosmetics connects with its customers in a personal way. Fans of the
brand feel recognized, appreciated and understood when the brand is
represented on their favorite social media platform, such as Instagram.
NYX often reposts photos that buyers have uploaded themselves and tag
the photographer in the post. They build both brand loyalty and improve
their image by becoming friends of the customer, who then feels as
though they connect with the brand on a personal level.
• NYX turns a common passion into community. As mentioned in the social
media portion of the business plan, NYX has over 1.5 million followers on
Instagram, more than many celebrities. Fans post photos of themselves
wearing NYX cosmetics and hashtag the photos to draw the brand’s
attention. Often, NYX will repost fan photos on their page. This shows
appreciation for the buyer and encourages makeup experimenters to tag
NYX in their photos in hopes of having one lucky snapshot shared with
over a million people.
• NYX understands how to promote itself and ensure the loyalty of users.
Makeup and fashion bloggers often receive products for free from NYX
and later advertise the brand.
Women and Makeup
• Reports show that buying makeup is universal for young women in the
U.S. In the past six months, 41.2 percent of women 18-34 have purchased
blush, 65 percent of them have purchased eyeliner, 63.5 percent have
purchased eye shadow, 70.6 percent of them have purchased mascara,
and 60.8 percent of them have purchased lipstick or lip gloss. This proves
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•

that makeup is a true concern and regularly purchased item for women in
the targeted reader age group.1
Women purchase makeup even if their HHI is low. Depending on the
product, between 45 and 53 percent of women with household incomes
between $20,000 and $29,999 still purchased makeup in the last six
months. The targeted demographic is buying makeup even if its level of
disposable income is minimal.

NYX Cosmetics and single mothers:
• NYX is the perfect tool for single mothers with little disposable income.
Having little money doesn’t prevent women from wanting to look their
best, and NYX puts that at their disposal.
• Because the product is available in so many place including groceries and
drug stores, it becomes a time saver. Women don’t have to make an extra
trip to a specialty or department store because what they need is at stores
they already go to for milk or medicine.

Targeted Demographic:
• 21-37 years old
• Gender: female
• Median income: $40,000
• Education: some high school +
Psychographics:
• Single moms also crave community. Popular website CafeMom
allows single mothers to connect with their peers and discuss issues such
as relationships or child support. Cafemom has 12.3 million unique visitors
per month.2
• Single moms are busy. 37% of working mothers say they are always in
a rush. Pew research also says that mothers experience their free time
differently because they are often interrupted. Mothers also often tend to
multitask, juggling housework and childcare with leisure. 55% of single
working parents say they do not have enough free time.3
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•

Single moms still want to have fun and be adults. They love their
children, but they crave leisure with adults. On the Internet, posts and
websites on having fun and getting away from the kids abound. These
women are dedicated and strong, but that does not mean they don’t
enjoy spending a Friday night out with their girlfriends, or a date every
once in a while.

Technographics:
• As stated above, single moms engage with many “mommy blogs.”
www.topmommyblogs.com categorizes a whopping 1,200 blogs into
niche categories. Circleofmoms.com provides women advice on
everything from health to parenting and pregnancies. The site also
boasts hundreds of discussion boards revolving around particular
topics. The Single Moms community has 357,761 members and is
extremely active. Members can create a post about anything they want
and receive advice and responses from their peers.
• Single moms are often very present on dating websites. Since they
have little time to socialize or little time for childcare, Internet dating
often fits their lifestyle better. Websites like Single Parent Match allow
single moms to date without being worried they’ll be less appealing
because they have children.
• Single moms are very present on all social media networks, particularly
Pinterest. The website provides single moms with many resources and
connects them with other women who have the same concerns and
interests.
Reader Profiles:

	
  

Emily is a 24 year-old Caucasian single mom to 3year-old Liam. Emily found out she was pregnant in
college and decide to keep the baby and drop out
during her junior year. She receives minimal child
support and is still on good terms with Liam’s father.
Emily lives in Minneapolis and is an administrative
assistant at a dental office. She commutes an hour
every day to get to work and Liam is in daycare from
7 a.m. to 6 p.m., when she gets home. Emily dreams
of going back to school someday and finishing her
degree in pharmacy. An administrative assistant
position requires that Emily look polished and
11	
  

professional at all times, even though her disposabe income is low. One of
her favorite single mommy bloggers is a big NYX Cosmetics fan and
recommended it to all the busy moms with better things to do than shop and
spend hundreds of dollars on cosmetics. Emily listens to NPR on her
commute, reads the Washington Post during her lunch break, and enjoys
catching up with family on Facebook. Instagram is her favorite social network
and she frequently posts photos of her son. When she can find a babysitter,
Emily enjoys getting drinks or catching a movie with colleagues or old friends
from college.

Dulce is a 35 year-old divorcee of South
American descent living in a suburb of Los
Angeles. Dulce has three children between the
ages of 9 and 16. The children’s father moved
overseas after the divorce and does not pay
child support. Dulce has no college education
and works 32 hours a week as a lunch lady. She
struggles to make ends meet and counts on
small contributions from her parents to pay all
her bills. Dulce’s children are old enough to be
at home and she does not have to rely on
childcare. Dulce is a baking fanatic and addicted to cooking shows. She is
also an avid Pinterest user and loves top 40 radio. She has tried reading
mommy blogs, but always feels as though they don’t apply to her because
her children are older. Dulce has a secret dating profile on match.com, but
finds that having teenage children is problematic to many men. Dulce
discovered NYX Cosmetics when her teenage daughter told her she was still
young and should take better care of herself. In NYX, Dulce found a product
that was both affordable and effective, meaning she didn’t have to sacrifice
dinner for lipstick.
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Editorial Concept
Competition Analysis
Points of difference:
1. Merit Magazine is unlike anything the industry has produced thus
far. It seeks to address a very specific demographic that has not yet
been provided a niche by the magazine world: young single
mothers. There are magazines for parents, but no magazines
designed specifically for young single mothers. There is so much
room for specific, targeted content that is not being published
anywhere but the web and mommy blogs. This is a massive
untapped audience that needs a representation in print. Merit
would do just that.
2. Unlike magazines like Parents, Merit’s goal is not to create content
that revolves around the role of the reader as a parent. Rather,
Merit seeks to help women embrace that role while also reminding
them that it is not the sole thing that defines them.
3. Merit’s purpose is to act as both a resource and source of
enjoyment for young single moms. Because the targeted reader is
often on a tight budget, the magazine must be produced with the
best content available for a price the average single mom can
justify spending on a luxury product. Ads would cover enough of
the production cost to lower the cover price to less than $3. Merit
would also be respectful and realistic about the financial situation
the average young single mom finds herself in. While magazines
like Parents suggest costly equipment for children, Merit takes
away the guilt of not being able to afford top-of-the-line by
featuring cost-effective products.
4. Merit is for the woman. Its goal is not to get women to buy more,
exercise more, wear more makeup, or try the latest diet. Merit is
designed to be a breath of fresh air for the woman who works hard.
Encouraging and empowering rather than depressing in its
unattainability. This is a magazine to celebrate women and who
they are.
5. That said, Merit is also an aspirational publication. It reminds
women of their value and their capabilities. It shows them what
other women just like them have accomplished. It reminds them
that they can spend time and money on themselves, that they can
splurge from time to time, that it’s okay to be more into fashion
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than the latest in baby sign language. Merit wants to evolve with
the single mom as she moves up in the world and comes into her
own. The Merit woman isn’t “stuck” as a single mom and Merit
helps her see how she can thrive and grow.
6. Online, Merit would emulate many of the already popular and
community and message boards for single moms. Merit’s online
content would strongly encourage discussion and community to
bring together women who need support and advice from their
peers. Because one of the magazine’s main ideas is to give young
single mothers the voice they don’t have, the website is key. Merit’s
online presence would be readers to let their voice be heard and
even provide ideas for future content and magazine topics.

One-to-one comparisons
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•

	
  

Magazine Title: Parents
Summary: First published in 1926, Parents magazine focuses on
educating and aiding mothers of young children. It has grown to become
the number one parenting magazine in the U.S. It covers topics such as
child heath, behavior, discipline and education. The median age for
readers is 35.1
Mission statement:
Parents magazine helps moms and dads understand the issues and
challenges that are important to them. We make it a priority to answer their
questions, address their concerns, advocate their causes, and celebrate the
joys of parenthood.
Each month, we harness the power of our readers to advocate continuously
and tirelessly for children, so that all kids can grow up in a healthy, safe, and
loving environment. (Taken from the Parents Magazine media kit on the
Meredith Corporation website.)
Circulation: 2,200,000
Frequency: Monthly
Ad rate for a four color full page: $198,180
CPM: $90.08
Strengths, weaknesses and opportunities :
1. Parents magazine solely revolves around the role of an adult as a
parent. This isn’t a weakness, but it is a restriction. Merit magazine is
tailored to single mothers, but is not only about the motherhood
aspect of their life.
2. Parents’ audience is very targeted to young mothers, but has very little
14	
  

3.

4.

5.

6.

content to offer single mothers.
Parents’ design reflects its content. The colors and photography are
reminiscent of children’s toys or media. The magazine clearly presents
itself as a magazine for adults, but about their children. Merit’s goal is
to address single moms on a variety of topics, no just those related to
childbearing and motherhood.
The media household income of a Parents reader is $59,160. In 2013,
Pew Research showed that median HHI for single mothers was
$23,0001, less than half of what the average Parents’ reader earns. This
translates to content that does not apply or appeal to audience with
much less disposable income. Single mothers may even feel
inadequate in their role as a parent because they cannot afford the
merchandise or activities suggested by the magazine.
Parents has an online category called “Single Parenting,” which mostly
includes articles from the print version. While we applaud the effort,
the interaction with the reader is what is missing here. While most of
the articles receive a few social media likes and shares, the most
controversial of articles (which angered readers) only had 10
comments. Parents is merely creating content, not engaging readers
in back-and-forth relationship that aims to help and celebrate them.
Many readers of Parents feel the magazine is trying too hard and
creating less and less relevant information that does not deal with real
issues or address real people. One commenter said, “Parents
Magazine is losing touch with the reality of parenting today. I
cancelled my sub because the articles are so far fetched, they were
painful to read and had no value to me. You don't have to reinvent
parenting each month. Do some focus groups. Hire real
parents.”2Merit magazine fills the gap of creating real content for real
moms. Moms who are human, make mistakes, moms who are busy
and get frustrated. Being the perfect parent is an unattainable goal
that discourages readers. All parents – and single mothers in particular
– need reassurance and empowerment rather than constant pressure
to do more and buy more.
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Magazine Title: First for Women
Summary: First is one of the cheapest magazines on the market ($2.49),
and therefore would potentially be appealing to the Merit demographic. It
is the second best-selling magazine on the newsstand and is a popular
magazine for a middle-aged housewife to pick up as she’s shopping at
Walmart. As mentioned in the mission statement, every issue features a
pull-out cookbook.
Mission Statement: “First for Women is a motivating guide to the good
life that gives its audience of 3.8 million readers the tools and inspiration
they need to feel great, look beautiful and love every dimension of their
life. Published every three weeks, First delivers positive information on
everything from health and nutrition, to beauty and fitness, to home and
family. Also included in every issue: A 20-24 page pull-out-and-save
cookbook that serves up original recipes for fast, easy, healthy meals. All in
all, it’s like three empowering magazines.”
Circulation: 1,185,659
Frequency: every three weeks
Ad rate for four-color full page: $72,435
CPM: $61.09
Strengths, weaknesses and opportunities:
1. While First encompasses many of the topics in Merit, the media
reader age is 50.8, much older than the targeted Merit reader.
Because of this, the topic of parenting is rarely addressed and
subjects relevant to younger women are not significantly featured.
2. First for Women is a very affordable publication. This makes it more
accessible to Merit’s reader, who doesn’t have a lot of disposable
income.
3. The median income of a First reader is $59,875, significantly higher
than that of the average single mother.
4. First for Women is the ultimate “tips and tricks” magazine, filled with
recipes, weight-loss tips and home remedies. While these are
functional and fit the publication, First for Women doesn’t address
concerns such as dress, beauty or entertainment. It seems to lack the
fun, young edge provided by Merit.

Magazine Title: Working Mother
Summary: Founded in 1979, Working Mother magazine is dedicated to
helping career women balance their professional and family lives. The
16	
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target audience works in the business world and is highly educated and
affluent. The audience is composed of 91 percent women. 58.8 percent of
readers have attended college and over a third have graduated college.
The media age of women readers is 42.8. 35.4 percent of women readers
have at least graduated college and 64.9 percent of them are employed.
23.7 percent of women readers are widowed, divorced or separated. The
media household income for women readers is $60,172.
Mission Statement:
Working Mother serves as mentor, role model and advocate for moms
nationwide who are devoted to their families and committed to their
careers. Through our magazine, website, research, social network and
powerful events, Working Mother provides its educated and affluent
readers with the community, solutions and strategies they need to thrive
@work and @home. (Taken from Working Mother 2014 Print Media Kit)
Circulation: 2,067,000
Frequency: 8 times per year
Ad rate for a four color full page: $77,585
CPM: $37.54
Strengths, weaknesses and opportunities:
1. While Parents is about adults and their role as parents, Working
Mother focuses on the career aspect of a woman’s life and ways to
balance a professional life and a home life. The magazine is divided
into two categories, “@work” and “@home.” This is an effort to give
both equal importance and help women achieve a balance.
2. 41 percent of all Working Mother readers are unmarried. However,
these single mothers are educated and affluent women who face
different challenges than the average single mother, who is far less
educated and often forced to live paycheck to paycheck. This is not a
weakness because the magazine is speaking to the audience it has
chosen. However, there are many single working mothers who are
neither affluent nor highly educated. The content provided by
Working Mother would likely apply to them very little or not at all
because their circumstances are so different. Working Mother is for a
very specific working mother, not for all working mothers.
3. Unlike Parents, Working Mother addresses older women who have
children who are teens and tweens. They cover a wider demographic
than Parents, but a young single mom with toddlers may not find
material relevant to her life.
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4. Much like Parents, Working Mother is geared toward women with a
higher income. The single mom making minimum wage and working
two jobs will not feel as though her concerns are addressed in
Working Mother.
5. Working Mother provides sound practical advice for women making
career decisions or surviving a layoff, but it is always written under
the assumption that the reader has a 9-5 or at least a job in the
business world. LinkedIn is frequently mentioned and recommended
as a resource, but what about the working mothers who are cleaning
ladies, public school teachers or waitresses? The content is useless
for them.
6. Working Mother does a fantastic job of empowering women and
helping readers who are part of their niche audience. They give
working women examples to aspire to and a great representation in
the media. Their method and message are prefect for their target.
Working women who don’t have the same education or salary are
likely to be discouraged by Working Mother and its portrayal of
successful women who have made it. Merit is different in the sense
that it encourages women without making them feel as though their
job and current life situation is not enough.
7. Working Mother is serious, career driven and focused, all of which
are positive things. It is not fun. It is not leisurely reading. It may offer
ideas for family fun night or easy dinner recipes, but it is not the type
of magazine to make the reader laugh out loud. Merit is a
representation and advocate of young single moms, but it is also a
fun magazine. The reader’s life is stressful and serious already. She
deserves to read something more enjoyable than just career advice
and recipes.
8. Merit’s goal is to fill the gap for moms who feel like they are not
addressed by current media. Online comments and reviews show
that many mothers feel that Working Mother does little to address
their needs and appeals only to a specific, high-powered, affluent
demographic. Some examples from amazon.com:
•

	
  

“I was hoping this magazine would be something helpful to us "average"
working mothers (read: not high-ups in a big corporation). I would love to
read articles on time management, handling guilt, finding a good daycare,
etc. Instead, this magazine prints lots of articles on what other companies
are doing that's great for working moms (good for them, what does that
help me?) and profiles women who make 6-figure salaries while raising
kids. I'm sure there's a target audience out there who like this magazine,
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but it sure isn't me. Let me emphasize, too, that I'm not the mom who
hates her job but works to put food on the table. I like my job and choose
to work, but I just don't find this magazine helpful or interesting at all.
Highly disappointing.”
“I bought Working Mother thinking that it would be filled with great tips
on time management, recipes for food kids will actually eat (and don't take
all day to prepare) and fashion tips for people who shop at JCPenney, not
Banana Republic or Bloomingdales. This wasn't the magazine for that. It
might be great for high-end moms who make $100k and have nannies but
it seems to be oblivious to other working mom needs.”
“They also spend time each magazine highlighting certain working moms,
but personally, I've never been able to relate to the women they highlight.
Another reviewer commented that it's women making 6 figures, and I
highly doubt that's the average American working mom. I guess this
magazine is targeted to a specific type of audience, that just doesn't
include me.”
“If you're not the CEO of Kraft Foods, I wouldn't recommend this
magazine to you.”

Magazine Title: Cosmopolitan
Summary: Cosmopolitan was first published as a family magazine in
1886, then turned into a literary magazine, then finally settled as a
woman’s magazine in the late 1960s. Cosmopolitan is often see as the
most risqué magazine for young women and typically place most of its
focus on celebrities, relationships and sex. The average Cosmo reader is
31.97 and her HHI is $59,610. 69.3 percent of readers are employed and
33.5 percent of them are working women with children.
Mission Statement: Cosmopolitan is the bible for young women
wanting to live fun and fearless live, reaching more than 17 million readers
a month. The biggest magazine in the world with 61 international editions,
Cosmo delivers sharp, entertaining coverage on work and money, fashion
and beauty, health and relationships, culture and celebrities. Our mission
is to drive the conversations that matter most to young women and make
their interests and voices heard. We aim to open readers’ minds, broaden
their perspectives, and help them to live the full life they deserve. (Taken
from Cosmopolitan Media Kit)
Circulation: 3,016,000
Frequency: Monthly
Ad rate for a four color full page: $297,735
CPM: $98.72
Strengths, weaknesses and opportunities:
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1. Cosmopolitan readers fit the Merit demographic in several ways
because they are similar in age. Over a third of Cosmo readers are
working women with children. The magazine offers some career
advice, but it never addresses motherhood because it is geared
towards an audience whose main concerns have nothing to do with
motherhood. Cosmo is for young single woman. In this sense, Cosmo
is completely lacking. Readers with children would not find that
aspect of their life represented in Cosmo.
2. The median income of a Cosmo reader is again much higher than the
average HHI of a single mother, making many of the fashion and
style tips irrelevant to the single mom demographic.
3. Cosmo is a publication focused on leisure and being a fun read.
Because of its focus on relationships, celebrities and pop culture, it
could be perceived by single moms as not addressing their concerns
precisely because it is so “fun.” Serious material and addressing real
issues and life concerns does not appear to be Cosmopolitan’s main
goal.
4. The barrage of relationship and sex advice could be frustrating to a
single mom who doesn’t have a relationship or simply doesn’t have
time for one.
5. The young single mom doesn’t have time or the energy to party all
night every weekend. The party girl demographic no longer fits her,
and many Cosmo articles assume the reader has a very active social
life. Many articles about going out, what to wear to the club, or “wild
makeup tips to get the guy” are simply no longer relevant to a single
mom.
Based on the competition analysis, it seems clear that the industry needs a
magazine that strikes a balance between magazines like Parents and those like
Cosmopolitan. Young single moms still want to be young, active and have fun,
but they also have children to care for, time and tight finances to manage. They
are not clearly represented or understood by any magazine in the industry.
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Editorial Concept
Editorial Formula
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Frequency: 4 issues per year, working up to 6 issues/year by third year
Total number of pages: 84 (plus four cover pages)
Pages of editorial: 50
Pages of advertising: 34
Ad/editorial ratio: 40/60
Total number of department pages: 30
Total number of feature pages: 20
Department/features ratio: 60/40

Departments
• Editor’s Letter (1 page)
• Masthead (1 page)
• Table of Contents (2 page spread)
•

	
  

You Said (5 pages) – This department is the most personal one, with
reader profiles and contributions. It provides the reader with a sense of
community and a reminder that she is not alone.
1. Merit Mail (2 pages) - Letters to the editor and comments on topics in
previous issues. Social media interaction such as tweets, Instagram
photos or Facebook comments directed at the magazine using
“#meritmail” would also be included.
2. Inspiration (1 page) – A design-heavy page with a variety of uplifting,
quotes on topics relevant to the reader in a “You can do it!” tone.
3. Reader Profile (1 page) – The magazine would feature one reader per
month, providing some details about her life as a single mom and how
she makes it all work.
4. It Matters (1 page) – Each month, a different writer will contribute a
piece on what motherhood means to them. This could be a piece on
being a single mother, having a single mother, or even lessons the
author’s mother taught her. The idea is to help the reader remember
that her role is important and she does have an impact.
5. Funny Stuff (1 page) – Reader contributed funny stories around a
certain topic having to do with single motherhood. The topic for the
next issue will be announced at the bottom of the page, allowing
readers to contribute via email or social media with a hashtag.
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Tips, Tricks, Terrific Advice (11 pages) – This department is the
most “serious” one, covering parenting, financial, career and timemanagement topics.
1. Ask the Expert (1 page) - Written by a financial expert, this article
will answer a pertinent reader question every month.
2. Career Advice (2 pages) – Varying greatly from issue to issue, it
will provide a variety of relevant career information for the average
young single mother. Examples: best places for single mothers to
work, categorized by region, state or career category; Tips from a
human resources expert on the do’s and don’ts of interviewing for
a job, again detailed according to the type of job.
3. What to do when _______ (1 page) – Parenting advice on basic
issues faced by many single mothers. (i.e.: “what do when he talks
back,” “what to do when she wants to live with dad,” “what to do
when he’s being bullied at daycare,” etc.)
4. What’s for Dinner? (3 pages) – Five dinner recipes which can be
combined and mixed with leftovers to create a week’s worth of
dinner recipes that are money and time-conscious.
5. Cutting Corners (1 page) – Features one key way to cut down on
spending along with details and alternatives. (i.e.: lower your phone
bill, spend less on daycare, grocery shop smarter, etc.)
6. Finding Fun (2 pages) – Features seasonal and timely ways to
have fun with children without spending a large amount of money.
Articles would vary depending on specific topic and season. (i.e.: 4
ways to carve the spookiest pumpkin, best things to do for free
around the holidays)
7. Just for You (1 page) – Highlight different ways for single moms
to treat themselves and relax in the midst of a crazy schedule.
Varies from issue to issue, examples include easy cocktail recipes,
DIY homemade face masks, mediation techniques, etc.

• Style and Beauty (9 pages) – this department will feature articles that
provide a balance between being a busy single mom and still wanting to
look young and current.
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1. 10 under 10 (2 page spread) – Every issue will feature ten beauty
products under $10. Pages will sometimes focus on a specific type
of beauty product such a skincare or makeup.
2. NYX beauty looks (4 pages) - Two tutorial makeup looks
created exclusively with listed and priced NYX products, one for
day/work, one for night/going out.
3. Look the Part (2 pages) – A take on the latest fashion tailored to
the reader. Featured pieces would be inexpensive and styling
would keep in mind the busy active lifestyle of a single mom.
4. Rework your Wardrobe (1 page) – Styling items every woman
has in her closer in many different ways. Again, items used and
advertised will have accessible price points.
• Entertainment (5 pages) – This department focuses on media
consumption and features some minimal celebrity presence.
1. Movies this Month (1 page) – Feature movies that have recently
come out on Redbox because of cost-effectiveness, split into
categories for adults and children of different ages.
2. Hunky Dad (1 page) – Feature celebrity father talking about his
role as a father.
3. Life Online (1 page) – Features different apps and websites
around a common theme every issue, like learning media for
kindergartners or dating apps for single moms.
4. Books for Babes (1 page) – 4 featured book recommendations
for readers, categorized from easy chick lit to biography, all under
400 pages.
5. 10 questions with ____ (1 page) - Interview with a celebrity
single mom talking about motherhood and getting it all done.

Features (20 pages) – Features will be 3 to 5 pages long, meaning every issue
will contain 4 to 6 features.
• Online Dating: It Worked for Me! (4 pages) Story of a single mom
who found her match online and tells her story.
• The Media Myth: Single Moms Who Have it All Figured Out. (4
pages) Story on the portrayal of single moms in TV and film and the level
of accuracy as compared to actual studies on single motherhood.
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Features an infographic banner on the bottom of pages three and four
that ranks portrayals of single moms from realistic to ridiculous.
• In-depth Interview: “How I made it” with Lisa Reyes (4 pages) –
interview with business woman who is a single mom and came from little,
detailing how she made it work, where she came from, and how life has
changed.
• How We Live: A Comparison Project (5 pages) This feature would be
a comprehensive comparison of what it’s like to be a single mom
depending on where you live. Categories would include best places to
live, best places for childcare, best places for cheap groceries, and their
counterparts, ranking the worst and most expensive places to live.
• Try this: Mommy Blogging (3 pages) Article written by a popular
Mommy Blogger on her journey, the perks of the job, and tips on how to
start your own blog and the best ones to read.
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Editorial Concept
Break of Book
Cover
Inside Cover: Ad
Page 1: Editor’s letter
Page 2: Ad
Page 3: Masthead
Pages 4 and 5:
Double page spread
TOC
Page 6: Ad
Page 7: Merit Mail
Page 8: Ad
Page 9: Merit Mail
Page 10: Ad
Page 11: Inspiration
Page 12: Ad
Page 13: Reader
profile
Page 14: Ad
Page 15: It Matters
Page 16: Ad
Page 17: Funny Stuff
Page 18: Ad
Page 19: Ask the
Expert
Pages 20 and 21:
Career Advice double
page spread
Page 22: Ad
Page 23: In-depth
Interview [feature]
Page 24: In-depth
Interview [feature]
Page 25: In-depth
Interview [feature]

	
  

Page 26: In-depth
Interview [feature]
Page 27: Ad
Page 28: What to do
when
Page 29: Ad
Page 30: What’s for
dinner?
Page 31: Ad
Page 32: Cutting
Corners
Page 33: Ad
Page 34: Comparison
Project [feature]
Page 35:Comparison
Project [feature]
Page 36:Comparison
Project [feature]
Page 37:Comparison
Project [feature]
Page 38:Comparison
Project [feature]
Page 39: Ad
Pages 40 and 41:
Finding Fun
Page 42: Ad
Page 43: Just for You
Page 44: Ad
Page 45: Ad
Pages 46 and 47: 10
under $10 double
page spread
Page 48: Ad
Page 49: NYX Beauty
Look

Page 50: NYX Beauty
Look
Page 51: NYX Beauty
Look
Page 52: NYX Beauty
Look
Page 53: Ad
Page 54: Ad
Page 55: Look the Part
Page 56: Ad
Page 57: Look the Part
Page 58: Ad
Page 59: Rework your
Wardrobe
Page 60: Ad
Page 61: Movies this
Month
Page 62: Ad
Page 63: Media Myth
[feature]
Page 64: Media Myth
[feature]
Page 65: Media Myth
[feature]
Page 66: Ad
Page 67: Hunky Dad
Page 68: Ad
Page 69: Online
Dating Success Story
[feature]
Page 70: Online
Dating Success Story
[feature]
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Page 71: Online
Dating Success Story
[feature]
Page 72: Online
Dating Success Story
[feature]
Page 73: Ad
Page 74: Ad
Page 75: Life Online
Page 76: Ad

	
  

Page 77: Try This:
Mommy Blogging
[feature]
Page 78: Try This:
Mommy Blogging
[feature]
Page 79: Try This:
Mommy Blogging
[feature]
Page 80: Ad

Page 81: Books for
Babes
Page 82: Ad
Page 83: 10 Questions
With
Page 84: Ad
Inside Back cover: Ad
Back Cover: Sponsor
Ad
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Editorial Concept
Measurement Tools
Print Methods:
1. The “Merit Mail” and “Funny Stuff” sections of the magazine will act as
gauge of how many readers are affected by and engaged enough with the
magazine that they take time to contribute to it. This is also a social media
and web method, because contributions to this portion of the magazine
will be accepted in either of these forms.
2. Every issue will include print coupons for NYX products at specific partner
retailers such as Target. The success rate of the coupons will give us an
idea of what the reader likes and dislikes as well as what she is buying and
when.
3. Every issue will feature a tear-out card to enter in sweepstakes. At first,
when we have fewer sponsors, the sweepstakes will be made up of
exclusively NYX products, and hopefully progress to include more and
more products as time goes on. The postage on these cards will be prepaid. Again, this is a way of determining who cares enough about the
magazine or the sponsor’s product to spend extra time and energy
entering a contest.
Web Methods:
1. For every issue’s NYX Makeup Look, readers will be provided a digital
code for a discount on one of the featured NYX beauty products in the
online store, as well as free shipping. Analyzing the use of the codes will
measure the effectiveness of the discounts, the readers’ level of
commitment to the brand, and the numbers of fans as the magazine
progresses.
2. As the magazine debuts, the website will provide readers with an online
poll that asks them to vote for their favorite articles amongst a few key
stories from different departments. This will be a way of better
understanding what the audience is looking for and interested in. The
magazine can then be adjusted to feature more beauty tips or more
parenting talk, etc.
3. Likewise, the website will feature a quiz asking readers to choose their
favorite NYX products, categorized by type (lips, cheeks, eyes, tools, etc.)
and if the reader successfully answers all of the questions (no more than
10) she will be eligible for the magazine sweepstakes. This will help
understand the customer’s relationship to the sponsored product and may
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even guide future makeup features, tutorials and coupons.
Social Media Methods
1. On Instagram, readers will again have the opportunity to enter in the
sweepstakes by reposting a certain photo from the magazine’s Instagram
page and using the appropriate hashtag. Tracking the number of reposts
and hashtags will help measure reader involvement, interest in the
sweepstakes and presence on Instagram.
2. The magazine’s YouTube presence will be a great way to gauge online
involvement and interest. Tracking what the readers are watching most
and how many of them are subscribing to the YouTube channel helps
form a more comprehensive view of their social media usage and informs
the sponsor as well.
3. On the magazine’s Facebook page, readers will be heavily encouraged to
not only like and comment on posts, but also share them in an effort to
broaden the audience. Single moms are likely to be friends with at least a
few other single moms. Sharing an article shows much more dedication to
whatever the post is, and will allow us to pinpoint the percentage of truly
dedicated, interested readers who are following the online content.
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Marketing Plan
Promotion and Distribution
Overall Marketing Strategy and Distribution
Merit’s premiere issue will be distributed at newsstands across the U.S. The
magazine will include a special promotional insert. Contents will include:
• An offer for a yearly subscription at a discount
• A brief and witty introductory letter to the magazine
• An exclusive tear-out sheet of NYX Cosmetics coupons available
exclusively to readers
Acquiring a base readership and pool of subscribers before the launch is big
concern to assure the success of the publication. Several methods will be used to
create excitement around the product.
• NYX Cosmetic’s website will heavily feature the magazine on its
homepage. Clicking on the image will then direct users to the magazine’s
website.
• A database of potential subscribers fitting the reader demographic will be
created and 1 million direct mail packets will be sent out. Packets will
include NYX coupons, subscription discounts, an introductory letter to the
reader and a few liquid samples of NYX products.
• NYX Cosmetics current social media presence will be used to advertise
the magazine, as detailed in the next section.
Social Media Marketing
• NYX Cosmetics’ heavy Instagram following can be used to promote the
magazine. The account will feature sneak peeks of the magazine contents
and followers will be offered the chance to retweet and hashtag a photo
for the chance at winning prizes like a yearly subscription or an invitation
to the launch party.
• On Facebook, NYX Cosmetics will launch an advertising campaign to
create awareness for the magazine. Magazine content will be shared and
promoted, again also offering those who like the page to participate in
sweepstakes for magazine subscriptions and invitations to the launch
when they share specific content.
• NYX Cosmetics Twitter page will also promote the magazine through links
and a hashtag campaign (#meritmagpremiere #YSM (young single moms)
#mymeritmag). The magazine will also draw attention to itself by following
followers of the NYX Twitter page who will then be drawn in by sheer
curiosity.
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•

Popular beauty bloggers and YouTubers Nicole Guerrierro (1.8 million
subscribers), Jaclyn Hill (1.5 million subscribers) and Kandee Johnson (2.4
million subscribers) are regular users, reviewers and fans of NYX products.
They could act as promoters for the magazine and its content. Kandee
Johnson is a professional makeup artist, TV host, NYX buyer and single
mother. She is very public about her past struggles with single
motherhood and would be a perfect ambassador and advertiser for the
brand. Although the other two bloggers are not single mothers, even a
mere mention of the magazine would create massive exposure. Popular
bloggers have huge social media influence and very loyal followers who
jump at their every recommendation.

Launch
• Where: The magazine launch is key to creating exposure for the
publication. The magazine’s launch would take place in the form of a
party with a few hundred invitees at a club or event center in Los
Angeles, where NYX is headquartered. The NYX headquarters may
even work as a space for the launch.
• Who: Celebrity beauty bloggers mentioned above would be invited
to the launch. Prior to the event, bloggers would be encouraged to
create contests within their YouTube channels in relation to the event.
(i.e. two YouTube subscribers who are single moms win a chance to
attend the event with their favorite celebrity blogger.)
Female celebrities (particularly single mothers and women involved in
women empowerment activism) would also be invited, as well as NYX
Cosmetics executives, magazine staff, and press. Attendees would be
given goodie bags of NYX Cosmetics products and other sponsor
products (tbd) as well as the first issue of the magazine.
• Media: Attendees and bloggers in particular would be encouraged to
live tweet, post photos to social media networks and film videos for
YouTube to create more exposure and generate excitement for the
product. Portions of the launch would also be live streamed on the
magazine’s website and Facebook and YouTube pages. Local news
coverage is also great for exposure so press would be encouraged to
attend and cover the event.
• Readers: Merit is all about the readers, so the premiere would make
no sense without readers in attendance. Before the premiere, NYX and
Merit will partner to create a sweepstakes that allows 10 NYX fanatics
and future Merit readers to win a trip to the premiere in L.A. as well as
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a tour of the NYX headquarters and a complete collection of NYX
cosmetics.

Circulation Strategy
• After one year of subscription, offer the subscriber two years for the
price of one as a loyalty incentive. When a reader’s subscription ends,
she will be sent a renewal packet offering discounts.
• Provide reader rewards for recommending the magazine to a friend.
Specific tear out cards for friends will be provided in the magazine.
When a friend subscribes, she will receive the usual subscription
discount as well as a gift such as a NYX product. The referrer will also
receive a gift as incentive to share the product with others.
• One year’s subscription will be gifted to 100 libraries across the U.S.
This will expand exposure, allow many readers to gain access to the
material, and help readers with no disposable income to read the
content for free. When the magazine is successful, libraries will renew
their subscriptions and continue in the cycle of increasing readers and
exposure.
• The magazine will continue to be advertised on social media platforms
by NYX Cosmetics.

Distribution
• Magazines will be available at grocery store newstands where the reader
would be likely to go such as Walmart, Target, Kroger, Safeway, Publix,
etc.
• Some issues will be available at Barnes & Noble stores, but the target
audience does not spend very much time in bookstores because of lack of
disposable income.
• Libraries will carry the magazine. (see above)
• Merit will purchase advertising in competitor magazines like Parents or
Working Mother, who are likely to share readers with common interests
and concerns. The idea is to eventually form partnerships with these
competitor publications in an effort to focus on similarities and common
goals.
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Marketing Plan
Circulation
Title
Parents
Working Mother
Cosmopolitan
Merit

Circulation
2,200,000
2,067,000
3,016,000
630,000

Frequency
12/year
8/year
12/year
4/year

Subscription $
$7.48
$9.97
$12
$7.99

Cover $
$3.99
$3.99
$3.99
$2.99

Projected circulation: In 2011, the Census Bureau reported that 82.2 percent of
13.7 million single parents in the United States were mothers, which comes to
approximately 11.3 million.
In 2012, 4 million women gave birth. 40.7 percent of them were unmarried
women, so approximately 1.8 million. The average age for a woman giving birth
was 25.8.
With the above numbers in mind, we estimate the total amount of single mothers
with children between 0-15 to be approximately 7 million. Our total circulation is
estimated at 9% of 7 million, 630, 000.

Frequency: 4 times/year.
• This is the minimum amount of issues to assure that readers will maintain
an interest and want to come back for more.
• Four issues mean each issue is seasonal. Single copy sales will be
positively impacted by relevance and seasonality. The customer is more
likely to pick up a quarterly publication that features relevant, seasonal
DIYs than a magazine that has no element of timeliness on the cover.
Seasonal issues create many opportunities for advertising as well as
timely, relevant feature pieces.
• By its third year, the magazine will have 6 issues per year, perhaps
eventually increasing to 8 based on reader demand. The idea is to start
reasonably and increase as the readership increases.
Cover Price: $2.99. Most of the magazine revenue will come from subscriptions,
the sponsor, and other advertisers. The magazine must be cheap or it defeats its
purpose of acting as a tool, resource, and breath of fresh air to young single
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moms. Because the target audience has so little disposable income, the only way
to get them to purchase the magazine is to make it as cheap as possible. Also,
further burdening the reader who already has very little money is a complete
contradiction to the message and the purpose of the magazine.
Subscriptions:
• The target demographic is young single mothers. Older single moms may
also read the magazine.
• Starting subscription price: $7.99. This brings the cost of one single issue
down to less than $2. A subscription to Parents is still cheaper, but Merit
will offer content and innovation not available anywhere else, while also
acting as a platform of advertising for NYX cosmetics that will generate
more revenue for the company.
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Marketing Plan
Advertising / Revenue Models
Advertising Vision:
• NYX Cosmetics products and new releases
• Places that carry NYX Cosmetics: ULTA, Target, CVS
• Apparel: Payless Shoe Source, Kmart, Zulily.com, Overstock.com
• Entertainment: Netflix, ABC Family, Disney Channel, Nickelodeon
• Finance: Wells Fargo, Bank of America, Citi Bank, Chase Bank, Mint.com
• Food: Kraft, Lunchables, Subway, other kid-friendly, wallet-conscious
food brands
Ancillary Products:
• Partnership products created by NYX Cosmetics and geared towards the
reader. (Think, “On the Go Palette,” which combines the majority of
makeup products a busy mother would need, all in one place.)
• Books – NYX makeup book, a collection of makeup tutorials featured in
the magazine, or “You Matter” book, collection of featured essays on
single motherhood.
• Seasonal decorating DIY kits available at popular grocery stores. Kits
would vary based on the season, with the purpose of packaging easy,
cheap craft activities for moms to create with their kids.

Ancillary Services:
• Smartphone App: gives readers access to the web content and allows
them to connect to other readers through the message boards without
having to use a computer. The app would be free and generate revenue
through banner ads. Users would also have the option to pay a small
amount to gain access to an ad-free app.
• Young Single Mom’s Book Club, based on recommendations from the
magazine.
• Merit’s Mommy Spa Day: Merit would sponsor certain spa/salons across
the nation and offer readers an incentive or discount for going on a
certain day every year.
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Marketing Plan
Advertising Rates
Title
Parents
Working Mother
Cosmopolitan
Merit

Circulation/rate base
2,200,000
2,067,000
3,016,000
630,000

Frequency
12/year
8/year
12/year
4/year

Ad rate
$198,180
$77,585
$297,735
$69,000

CPM
$90.08
$37.54
$98.72
$109.52

CPM: $109.52. Merit’s CPM is high compared to competitors, but the magazine
will reach a very specific audience that certain advertisers will be very interested
in. Being featured in Merit guarantees access to readers who may not be reading
any other magazines.
Web CPM: $3. Merit’s online presence will have wide readership and an
involved audience that interacts with the web content frequently.
Rate Base: 630,000. This is a conservative figure based on the amount of
women who fit the demographic of the magazine. Social media exposure, the
NYX brand and popularity, discounts on subscriptions, as well as initial curiosity
buys turning into subscriptions will guarantee a circulation of at least 630,000.
Ad rate: The ad rate for Merit is based on the expected circulation of 630,000
and the CPM of $109.52, coming to $69,000.
Discount: During the first year of publication, the ad rate of $69,000 will be
lowered to $54,510 – a discount of 21%.
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3 years of a 5-year Budget
Year 1

Year 3

Year 5

4
500,000

6
620,000

6
700,000

30,000
530,000
$7.99
$2.99
84 + 4 covers
40/60
34
50
200
$69,000
$109.52
21%
$54,510

90,000
710,000
$8.99
$2.99
84
40/60
34
50
300
$74,000
$119.25
20%
$59,200

70,000
770,000
$8.99
$3.29
100
45/55
45
55
330
$76,000
$108.57
15%
$62,000

REVENUES
Revenue from subscriptions
Revenue from single-copy sales
Revenue from advertising
Total revenues

3,995,000
179,400
7,413,360
11,587,760

5,573,800
807,300
12,076,800
18,457,900

6,293,000
690,900
16,740,000
23,723,900

EXPENSES
Advertising
Circulation
Salaries
Distribution
Production
Administration
Total expenses

2,665,185
4,750,982
1,158,776
1,274,654
2,085,797
927,021
12,862,415

3,691,580
6,644,844
1,845,790
2,030,369
3,322,422
1,476,632
19,011,637

3,795,824
7,591,648
2,372,390
2,609,629
4,033,063
1,897,912
22,300,466

Net income/(loss)

- 1,274,655`

-553,737

1,423,434

Number of issues per year
Number of subscribers
Number of single-copy sales (per issue)
Total circulation (rate base)
Subscription price ($)
Cover price ($)
Total pages per issue
Ad/edit ratio
Ad pages per issue (no house ads)
Editorial pages per issue
Editorial pages per year
Full-color ad rate
CPM
Average discount (%)
Avg. revenue per ad page (w/ discount)
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3 Years of 5-Year Budget
Editorial Positions and Salaries
Year 1

Year 3

Year 5

Editor-in-Chief $80,000

Editor-in-Chief $82,000

Editor-in-Chief $85,000

Managing Editor $57,000

Managing Editor $58,000

Managing Editor $60,000

Executive Editor $66,000

Executive Editor $67,000

Executive Editor $68,000

Writers (7) $44,000 x 7 =
$308,000
Proofreaders (2) $38,000 x2 =
$76,000

Writers (10) = 440,000

Writers (10) = $460,000

Proofreaders (4) $38,500 x 4 =
154,000

Proofreaders (4) $39,500
x 4 = $158,000

Copy Editors (3) $40,000 x 3=
120,000
Art Director $59,000

Copy Editors (5) $40,800 x 5 =
204,000
Art Director $60,000

Copy Editors (5) $41,800
x 5 = $209,000
Art Director $63,000

Designers (3) $31,000x3 =
$93,000
Freelance writers (with
photography) 30 pages at
$600 a page = $18,000
TOTAL = $1,160,000

Designers (4) $33,000 x 4 =
132,000
Freelance – 40 pages at $700 a
page = $280,000

Designers (4) $34,000 x 4
= 136,000
Freelance – 40 pages at
$700 a page =$ 280,000

TOTAL = $1,477,000

TOTAL = $1,519,000
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Design Philosophy
Concept
General Look : The magazine’s goal is to provide young single moms with a
tangible piece of media that understands them and their needs. Merit strives to
be current, upbeat and fun to read. To correlate with that, the colors will be
feminine bright, but not overpowering. Fonts will be clean and easy to read.
Design will have impact and demonstrate the time and effort put into the
publication. Photos will be high quality and usually in full color. Merit’s message
and audience are important, and its design is taken seriously.
•

Cover: Merit’s cover will be in full color and include a few relevant
headlines as well as the title of the publication across the top. The cover
will not be cluttered but will include enough information about the
content to draw in a potential reader. (Think Real Simple rather than
Woman’s World.)

•

Logo: MERIT

•

Design Elements: Clean lines, geometrical shapes. Lots of white space,
uncluttered pages and bold design elements. Use of few fonts to keep the
pages simple and eye catching. The idea is to relay a message effectively,
but in an aesthetically pleasing way. The magazine is streamlined,
effective, and most importantly, visually simple to read. Merit shouldn’t be
a chore to the reader who has to squint or rotate pages to get the
message.

Specifics
• Pages per issue: 84 + 4 cover pages
• Trim Size: 8.5x11
• Binding: Perfect
• Cover stock: 90
• Text stock: 70
• TYPOGRAPHY:
Folioline: Pistara 8 pt
Departments:
1. Overline: Champagne & Limousines All Caps Italic 16 pt
2. Title: Varies depending on layout
3. Deck: Varies depending on layout
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•

4. Call-out: Varies depending on layout
5. Body text: Baskerville 12 pt
6. Caption: Varies
7. Byline: Varies
8. Credit line: Varies
Note: While it is typical to have departments be similar in look and
feel, we felt – in creating the prototype – that departments addressing
completely different issues, from makeup to parenting, deserved
different design treatment. This means that while the design will
remain cohesive and consistent, not every department page will have
the same look.
Features:
1. Title: Varies depending on layout
2. Deck: Varies depending on layout
3. Call-out: Varies depending on layout
4. Body text: Baskerville 12 pt
5. Caption: Varies depending on layout
6. Byline: Varies depending on layout
7. Credit line: Varies depending on layout

Approach to artwork: Color photography follows the magazine vibrant,
youthful, upbeat approach. Candid photos correspond to the magazine’s idea of
a busy, always moving life. Coordinating colors, clean lines and overall modern
look are the essence of the magazine. The Merit reader has a crazed life, her
magazine needs to be streamlined, clear and to-the-point.
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Appendix

Reader photos:
1: http://www.hispanicmpr.com/2007/09/19/kraft-hires-mexican-actress-to-reachlatino-moms/
2: http://www.rachelmulherin.com/#!cara-loren-2013/zoom/c19oi/image7b9
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